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~lr President, gentle 'Women and gentle men-r.Milton says 
that one of the functions of Literary Societies is "the pro
curement of 'Wise and artfull recitations, s'Weetned 'With 
eloquent and gracefull incitements' '-he says this in the 
preface to the second book of his REASON OF CHURCH 

GOVERNMENT-and tonight at what he would call "this 
learned and affable meeting," your Society procures from me 
a recitation written with all the artfulness and wisdom that I 
ha'Pe, but without the sweet incitements of eloquence and grace. 

Amongst old letters at home I found one from my grand-
father to my father, written at Wreyland on 3 Vec. 1844, 
and it says" 'Ihere is a Literary Society formed atMoreton. 
I fear the intellect of Moreton is too shallow to make much 
progress for some time. Howe'Per, that is the way to make 
it better." :JXJbody would say that the intellect of Moreton 
is shallow now; and if my grandfather was right about its 
being so shallow then, the Society may ha'Pe the credit of 
the change. 

I also found two letters to my father from Mr William 
White, written atMoreton on 23 :J.,{J'P. and 13 Vec. 1844, 
not exactly askjng for a subscription, but intimating pretty 
plainly that a subscription was expected. My father was in 
London at the time, and did not rise to the occasion. My 
grandfather wrote to him on 12 Jan. 1845, "Tour mother 
has been at Moreton and attended a lecture by Mr Street, 
a member of the Literary Society, when the Secretary read 
some letters and ga'Pe a list of donations, from the Messrs 
Jackson a pound each, the Messrs :Bidder a guinea each, 
Miss Shaw a guinea, and many others; but at last came 
Mr J. S. 'Iorr ten shillings. Tour mother says some 
persons did take the liberty to notice it to her." 

'Ihough he scolded my father for gi'Ping so little, he ga'Pe 
nothing at all himself. With like parsimony he writes about 
the Literary Society, 12 Jan. 1845, "I am out of the way 
here. I should like to get hold of some of their books, but 
I am sure, were I to be a member, I should constantly be 
fined: therefore I shall lea'Pe it alone and be contented." 
I presume the fines 'Would be for takjng books out and not 
returning them at proper times. 
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In telling my father of the benefits that would arise from 
the Society, Mr William White remarked that people "will 
be much better in the reading room for a couple of hours 
than in a public house." 'But for this Society, we might all 
be in a public house tonight instead of being in this dismal 
Hall de'Poted to the shade of Mr Smethurst; and in the 
public house we might be better off, with mugs of unadul
terated cider. 1?.§member the &ermaid r:ra'Pern with 'Ben 
Jonson, Shakespeare, 'Beaumont and Fletcher, and the Cock 
and &itre r:r a'Perns with 'Boswell and Johnson, goldsmith, 
and their friends. 

uls 'We are in his Hall, I may say a word or two of 
&r Smethurst himself. :JXJ other man could throw a fly 
and catch a trout as he did. When people had bad sport, 
they used to enquire about his catch. If they caught three 
when he caught fi'Pe, they were well contented, and did not 
mind an empty basket if they could say that Smethurst 
himself caught none. I ha'Pe a caricature of him out fishing 
with my father, about 1830. It represents him in black 
clothes and a black hat, holding a fishing-rod ,and balancing 
himself on two stones in a stream. 

ulnother holy man, Saint Zeno, was just as great at 
fishing; and the old painters and sculptors always repre
sented him in his 'Pestments and his mitre, carrying a fishing
rod with a big fish hanging from the end of the line. He 
was bishop of Verona-the Italians call him Zen one-and 
there is a statue of him in the chancel-aisle of his great 
church there. r:rhe statue had a 'Pery ordinary fishing-rod, 
when I was there ten years ago; but when I first saw it, 
more than fifty years ago, it had a rod that stretched out 
from the aisle into the chancel of the church, and you sa'W 
the big fish dangling from the line as soon as you came in 
at the great west door. I feel that this Hall would be more 
worthy of &r Smethurst if it had a figure of him with his 
rod. I would not suggest a great stone statue like Saint 
Zeno's, but a figure in waxwork with real clothes, such as 
you may see at Madame r:russaud's. 

I ha'Pe found a 'Pery angry letter from Mr Smethurst to 
my father, written atMoreton on 28 July 1857. Myfather 
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had sent him a "short copy" of an article, and he did not 
know what a " short copy" was, namely, a reprint of so many 
pages of a publication as contain the article in question. He 
says, " Some confounded rascal has torn away 38 pages from 
the beginning of the work, and how many more from the 
latter part I cannot say: it ends, e1Jidently imperfectly, at 
the 94th page. If I could get hold of the ears of the 
scoundrel, I would make them tingle. Such a gratuitous 
piece of mischief is enough to make a saint mad; for I 
daresay the fellow could make no more of his plunder than 
a pig." ufjter that outburst he begins discussing the article. 
It was on the Interaction of theufnglo-Saxon and the Celtic 
languages, and he concludes that" if any 'Word is now found 
in both languages, it may be difficult to determine to which 
it belongs as its parent." 

From that conclusion you will gather tbat tbe interaction 
of those languages is a good subject for Literary Societies: 
it is an interesting question, and you may talk of it for e1Jer 
without getting at any definite result. If definite results 
could be obtained, tbere would be nothing to talk about. crhe 
question would ha1Je been settled and put down in books. 

'1(abelais gi1Jes a really good subject of this sort in 
PANTAGRUEL, ii. 7, "If tbe CbimtCra were buzzing in 
a 1Jacuum, could sbe swallow second intentions?" Consider 
the points. Could the CbimtCra buzz, not ha1Jing any 'Wings? 
Could anything buzz in a 'Pacuum, not ba1Jing any air? 
What are second intentions, and was M acaulay right in 
saying that ufbracadabra 'Was a second intention? ufnd if 
the ChimtCra wanted to swallo'W the vlbraca da bra , 'With 
whicb of her three moutbs 'Would she attack it? for you kno'W 
she bad a lion's head on ber sboulders, a goat's bead some
where in the middle of ber bact and a snake's bead at the 
tip of her tail. crhat raises :J.(atural History problems, and 
so the discussion widens out. '1(abelais describes it as a 'Pery 
subtle question, debated in tbe Council of Constance for ten 
weekj. crhat, of course, 'Was only a council of theologians, 
not a Literary Society, and tbe subject is not altogetber 
literary; but there are literary subjects quite as silly as tbat. 

Our fathers and grandfatbers 'Were al'Ways buzzing 
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round the question of Who wrote the letters of Junius?, 
though it does not matter a brass farthing to anybody, who 
the author was. Pascal's letters also came out anonymously 
and caused as great a stir; but after Pascal acknowledged 
them, there was no more to be said about the authorship, 
though much about the letters themselves. Suppose it could 
be pro'Ped that Sir Philip Francis wrote the letters oj Junius, 
that would be an interesting fact in his biography, but would 
not affect the letters. v1nd it would only be a matter jor 
biographers if the same man wrote the History oj Henry VII 
that is printed in 'l3acon's works and the Play of Henry V 
that is printed in Shakespeare's.-I am not a :Baconian 
myself; but I must say that if I were, /'d go the whole hog. 
I wouldn't stop at saying, Francis :Bacon wrote Shakespeare. 
/'d saJ'Y, ~ger :Bacon wrote Chaucer; and it would not need 
much sophistry to make the worse argument appear the 
better of those two. 

'I'he ODE TO A NIGHTINGALE would be just as 
great a piece of poetry, whether written by Shelley or by 
/(}ats: the only difference would be in the biographies of 
those two poets. :But it would be another matter if an 
ODE TO AN AEROPLANE were included in their works. 
It might be just as fine a poem, though dwelling more upon 
the creature's flight and less upon its song. :But it would 
not merely raise a question of biography: it would raise a 
question of history as well. 

'I'hat is the question with Orpheus. JV:.J one has suggested 
that the Orphic poems were written by Hercules or Jason 
or anybody else who was contemporary with him, as :Bacon 
was with Shakespeare and Shelley was with Kjats. 'I'he 
suggestion is that the poems were fathered on him in a much 
later age.-Js you know, there was a tree in (jreece that 
ga'Pe forth oracles. Prosaic people said the tree was hollow 
and someone got inside it and worked the oracle that way: 
poetic people said the timber really spoke. Jccording to the 
ARGONAUTICA of Orpheus (1160-1174), a bit of that 
timber was built into the v1rgo; and it spoke out when the 
ship was put on the wrong course, and told the ufrgonauts 
that unless they changed her course, they would run her on 
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the coast of Ireland. Cf'here is no e'Pidence that the (jreeks 
had e'Per heard of Ireland before about 300 B.C., eight 
centuries later than the traditional date for Orpheus. 
Ireland is to Orpheus 'What aeroplanes would be to Shelley 
or to Kjats. 

ufs literature, the Orphic poems 'Would be just as good 
(or just as bad) whether written by Orpheus or by an 
ancient Chatterton; but in the history of literature they 
would ha'Pe to take another place. rufnd a Literary Society 
may 'Well discuss all literature, regarded as a whole, and 
so discuss each bit of literature in relation to the age 'When 
it was written. In fact, one cannot always be quite sure of 
what an ancient author meant unless one kno'WS his date, 
for words and phrases, modes of thought and points of 'Pie'W, 
all suffer changes in the course of time. 

ufn author's character may like'Wise be discussed if it 
affects his credibility. It is useful to kno'W that Mr de 
:R.gugemont was li'Ping in a back street in a city at the time 
'When he professed to be exploring sa'Page lands: also that 
l(arl Marx, the author of DAS KAPITAL, ne'Per 'Went 
outside the :British Museum Library except to meetings of 
Mutual-admiration Societies. (Cf'hat is rather an exaggera
tion, but near enough to the truth to explain his ha'Ping no 
real knowledge of the subjects on which he wrote.) :But such 
discussions should be strictly limited, as people are inclined 

~to wander off from literature into mere gossip about literary 
men. Cf'here are thousands of people who will go patiently 
through an article on 'Dante's 'Works, but there are tens of 
thousands who 'Would rather read a snappy article on such 
a question as "'Did 7Jante Sha'Pe?" You know the dijfi
culty. 'Dante is clean sha'Ped in all extant portraits of him: 
and yet, according to :Boccaccio, he had a curly, blacJv beard. 

When 'Dante 'Went down into Hell, he found the ancient 
poets li'Ping'Pery comfortably there, INFERNO, iv. 88-I02. 
Cf'hey had formed a sort of Literary Society, with Homer as 
president; and 'Dante says that they in'Pited him to become 
a non-resident member. 'I'he other members (besides Homer) 
'Were Virgil, O'Pid, Horace and Lucan; and 'Dante was to 
be the sixth. I think he might ha'Pe claimed to be the third, 
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for he comes 'Pery close to Virgil and to Homer in his 'Pision 
of the underworld. Horace and the others are so unlike him 
that all comparison seems absurd. ret such comparisons are 
made, and often on irrele'Pant grounds. 

Vante speaks ofJristotle(I NFER NO, iv. 13 I) as supreme 
amongst all men of understanding-he found him also in 
a 'Pery comfortable part of Hell-but Plato takes precedence 
of e/.lristotle in Petrarch's 'I'riumph of Fame (TRIO NFI, 

viii. 4-7), and Petrarch says that he ga'Pe Plato precedence 
because he wrote more like a Christian: a matter that seems 
irrele'Pant in a comparison of two philosophers. Petrarch 
himself recei'Ped the poet's crown; but he recei"ved it for his 
AFRICA, a Latin poem that nobody now reads. His corona
tion is no proof of the merits of his Italian poems, which are 
the things that people talk about. 'Dante and Petrarch and 
:Boccaccio are all classed together by Machia"velli in his 
disquisition on the growth of the Italian language. All three 
of them belonged to Florence, in 'I'uscany, and by their 
writings they diffused the dialect of their city and their 
pro'Pince throughout the whole of Italy; and Machia"velli 
doubted whether the language ought not to be called 'I'uscan 
or Florentine rather than Italian. His whole argument 
depends upon their being (what we should call) the three 
" best sellers," not necessarily the greatest writers. :But now 
their names are coupled together, just as Schiller's name is 
coupled with (joethe's merely because they worked together 
at Weimar; and Schiller thus gets reflected lustre from the 
greater man. 

Of course there is no harm in trying to classify great 
writers: the danger is in getting their collected works. Cf'his 
leads to reading second-rate work by celebrated men, and 
neglecting first-rate work by men of lesser note. Cf'he greatest 
writers were not always at their best-Homer himself was 
not always wide-awake-but all their little failures are 
stuffed into their collected works, and people read them; and 
this engenders "vitiated taste. When people read the works 
of Shakespeare because of the high place he holds, they do 
not judge them on their merits, but make a standard of them 
for judging other men's work; and the standard may be 
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wrong. As we all know, there are eggs, and eggs; and an 
egg may be a bad 'un, e'Pen if the Swan ofvl'Pon laid it. 

Collected works contain the tri'Pial things that writers 
jotted down on scraps of paper which they omitted to burn. 
Instead of putting these things in, an editor might ser'Pe an 
author better by blotting out his less successful work. " Single
Speech" Hamilton might ha'Pe lost his reputation, if he had 
made a second speech; and, con'Persely, William (Jv./orris 
might ha'Pe a greater reputation, if he had ne'Per written 
any poetry except his SI G U R D-the only poem of his with 
a theme that really suited him. 

It is an excellent pastime for a Literary Society to classify 
great writers and their works, as difference of opinion gi'Pes 
rise to contro'Persy. When there is contro'Persy, people al'Ways 
try to pro'Pe that their opponents are all wrong; and for 
pro'Ping this they 'Will al'Ways study the subject much more 
carefully than they would e'Per study it without ulterior 
moti'Pes. Without some such incitement, literary study flags. 

'I'here 'Was a Literary Society in Italy in the Fifteenth 
Century, formed by a set of brilliant youths for studying the 
ancient (jreek and Latin writers; and this excelled all other 
such societies, as its ulterior moti'Pe 'Was to pick out all the 
improper passages and thoroughly discuss them. 'I'here has 
been no such zeal for (jreek and Latin since; and there is 
no scope for such societies now. Toung (Jv./en's Pagan vlsso
ciations would find the 'Work already done. (Jv./odern editions 
omit improper passages; but conscientious editors ha'Pe felt 
that nothing should be omitted in an author's collected works, 
and ha'Pe printed the omitted passages in an appendix at 
the end. 'I'he brilliant youth can find them there, all cut 
and dried, and has no incenti'Pe now to read all manner of 
(jreek and Roman 'Writers to get at these tit-bits. 

(Jv./ any years ago 1 looked through the works of about 200 

(jreek and Latin authors, in search of information about 
ancient ships. Of course, 1 had read the best of them before; 
but 1 should ne'Per ha'Pe read the others except for informa
tion. I felt 1 could not speak with much authority on ships 
or anything else unless I knew the e'Pidence from end to end; 
and this 'Wide reading was merely a by-product of a search-
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for e"pidence, not improprtettes. Few people can spare the 
time for reading on as large a scale as that; and a great 
deal of the time is wasted, although it may be true that no 
book is so bad that one cannot learn something from it. 

You may ha"pe heard a story of t'rVo ulssyriologists, Sayce, 
tall and lean, and Oppert, short and stout. One day Oppert 
mentioned something in a book that he had lately written, 
and S ayce said he had not read the book: Then Oppert 
rose and made his great reply:-" I read all books on 
Assyriology, e"pen yours. Therefore am I wise. You do not 
read my books. Therefore. are you a fool." He had o'Per
looked the ruling of (}vir Justice Stareleigh in the well-known 
case of 73ardell 'P. Picl(wick, " You must not tell us what the 
soldier, or any other man, said; it's not e'Pidence." In 
ufssyriology the e'Pidence is cuneiform inscriptions; not what 
the professor said or wrote about them in his bookj. Sayce 
knew the inscriptions, and perhaps was wise in lea'Ping 
Oppert's book unread. So many people go on reading books 
till they forget the e"pidence on which the books are based. 

To take an instance not so far from home-William the 
Conqueror had a little difficulty with the City of Exeter in 
the year I 06 8. The e'Pidence consists of three or four state
ments by old chroniclers, and an entry in 'Domesday book 
from which an inference may be drawn. On that slight 
foundation Freeman built the imposing narrati'Pes which you 
probably ha'Pe read, in his book on EXETER, and in his 
HISTORY OF THE NORMAN CONQUEST. This irritated 
7?gund, and he wrote an article (reprinted in his FEU D A L 

ENGLAND) showing thatwhate'Per the chroniclers may ha'Pe 
meant, it could not possibly be what Freeman said they 
meant: also that Freeman did not understand the 'Domesday 
entry, and had got the figures wrong. ulrcher extenuated 
Freeman's faults, Round then went forulrcher, and so on. 
If you just read the e'Pidence-which will all go into a page 
of print-you may get much nearer to the facts than if you 
read the scores of pages that these amiable people wrote 
about them. You will miss a 'Pery fine bit of Freeman's 
wr#ing; but such fine writing is a curse to history. 

There are people 'Who, as Milton says, ibid., "will not 
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so much as look upon 'fruth herselfe unlesse they see her 
elegantly drest." 'fhose people may, perhaps, be right; but 
the difficulty is that if the lady is undressed, you do not find 
the naked truth: you only find a slatternly jade who has 
supplanted her. M acaulay clothed fiction with the dress of 
history, and 'fhackeray put history into fiction's dress
compare his E S M 0 N D with M acaulay' s HIS TOR Y; but he 
called his book a no'Pel, and no one was misled. 

'fruth is stranger than fiction: in other words, fiction 
generally has failed. 'fhere is no object in departing from 
real facts, unless imagination can replace them with fictions 
that are stranger still. Why read historic no'Pels and the 
so-called histories, when you can get at THE CALENDAR 

OF STATE PAPERS or other books like that? 'fhere you 
ha'Pe statements made at the time by men who really knew. 
'Ihese are the raw materials on which historians work; and 
you get into closer touch with history by sifting these materials 
yourself. 'Ihat great publication, or at any rate some sections 
of it, ought to be in e'Pery public library. 'The 'Polumes need 
not be read right through, but just dipped into here and 
there; and the dipping often brings a prize. 'Take the 
Venetian 'Polumes, say, and see what the ambassadors from 
Venice thought of Wolsey and his KJng. 'fhose ambassadors 
were shrewd men. 

Facts, howe'Per, may be stated accurately, and yet be stated 
in a way that is no better than mis-statement. :Bismarck 
sent out an abbre'Piated 'Persion of the ems telegram, 13] uly 
1870. 'Ihere was nothing in his 'Persion that was not in 
the original, and nothing that was not true; but he contri'Ped 
to put it in a manner that ine'Pitably led to war.-'Ihere is 
a (jerman word, Plunder, with the same spelling as the 
€nglish word but with another meaning: it means trash and 
rubbish, wretched, paltry stuff. Southwark was a wretched 
looking place in 18 14 when :Bliicher came to London; and 
seeing it across the 'Thames, he said with some surprise, 
"What Plunder 1" It is a fact that he said this; but the 
fact has been recorded as if he meant that London was a 
city well worth plundering. 

Tou ha'Pe all read accounts of the :Battle of Leipzig in 
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I 8 13, a decisi'Pe battle in Napoleon's 'Wars, and a battle 
that 'Was remembered in Moreton on purely personal grounds. 
Viscount 7?.gchambeau 'Was one of the French generals killed 
there, and he had been li'Ping at Moreton from 1807 to 
181 I as a prisoner-of-'War on parole, and 'Was 'Well kno'Wn 
to many people here. Let me read you an account of that 
battle in a book that came out in 18 19. 

"dnd it came to pass after these things that J(apoleon 
strengthened himself, and gathered together another host 
instead of that 'Which he had lost, and 'Went and 'Warred 
against the Prussians, and the 1?gssians, and theufustrians, 
and all the rulers of the north country, 'Which 'Were con-
federate against him. dnd the ruler of S'Weden also, 'Which 
'Was a Frenchman, 'Warred against J(apoleon. So they 'Went 
forth and fought against the French in the plain of Leipsic. 
u1nd the French 'Were discomfited before their enemies, and 
fled, and came to the ri'Pers 'Which are behind Leipsic, and 
essayed to pass o'Per, that they might escape out of the hand 
of their enemies; but they could not,forJ(apoleon had broken 
do'Wn the bridges: so the people of the north countries came 
upon them and smote them 'With a 'Pery grie'Pous slaughter." 

'rhat is all quite true. reut does it gi'Pe a notion of a 
:JXjneteenth Century battle, 'With generals in cocked hats? 
u1nd does this passage gi'Pe any better notion of 'What hap
pened next? 

"So all the counsellors of:J.(apoleon came and stood before 
him, and said, reehold no'W these Kings are merciful Kings; 
do e'Pen as they say unto thee; kno'West thou not yet that 
France is destroyed? 13ut he spake roughly unto his coun
sellors, and dra'Pe them out from his presence, neither 'Would 
he hearken unto their 'Poice. dnd 'When all the KJngs sa'W 
that, they 'Warred against France, and smote it 'With the edge 
of the s'Word." 

'rhese passages 'Were 'Written by ufrchbishop Whately 
and published in his HISTORIC CERTAINTIES and his 
HISTORIC DOUBTS. 'rhe antiquated style suggests far 
earlier times; and the e'Pents of those times might seem 
modern, if recorded in the style employed for recent 'Wars 
and conferences. We do not get a true 'Piew of a landscape 
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if we look at different parts of it through differently coloured 
glass, nor a true 'Piew of history if different parts of it are 
written in different styles. For 'Piewing history as a whole, 
we really need it written in one style all through, whether 
the style be up-to-date or obsolete. ufs a matter of fact, the 
old records are usually too meagre to make up a modern 
narrati'Pe. 'I'his would not deter a modern writer; but his 
narrati'Pe would not be history in the strict sense of the term. 

Very few e'Pents in history ha'Pe any importance now
it really does not matter to us what people said or did long 
years ago. 'I'he ob'Pious question is, "'I'hen why bother about 
past history?" I do not know of any ob'Pious answer to that 
question, or to the question that ensues, "Why bother about 
e'Pents thatne'Per happened, about things ne'Per said or done?" 
'I'hat question co'Pers all fiction besides fictitious history; and, 
as fiction is so widely read, I imagine there is an answer
it may be that we like a well-told tale because it is well told, 
that is, we care less about its substance than its style. ufs 
literature, the well-told tale is best; but literature is not the 
only thing that counts. People remember a tale because it 
is well told, but they cannot remember it apart from what 
it tells, and thus they fill their heads up with misleading 
notions of real life. 'I'hey misjudge the 'World, and are be
wildered when they ha'Pe to face the facts. 

'I'here is a French play written by :Brieux some twenty 
years ago, describing how an ufmerican had formed his 
notions of French life from the French no'Pels he had read, 
and how 'Pery different he found it in reality when he came 
to li'Pe in France, and what embarrassing mistakes he made 
while he was finding out. When . the play was printed, 
:Brieux wrote an introduction to it, asserting that although 
all foreigners regarded a certain class of no'Pel as typically 
French, such no'Pels are hardly e'Per read in France or e'Pen 
heard of there. 'I'hey are written for exportation. 

Outrageous fiction does no harm. :Baron &iinchausen 
ties his horse to a post in the snow, goes to sleep and does 
not wake until the morning: he finds the snow has gone, and 
his horse is hanging from the top of the church steeple
the only part of it that could be seen when the snow was on 
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the ground. 'Ihe reader laughs at that because he kno'WS 
about sno'W-falls and tha'Ws, but he does not al'Ways kno'W 
enough about the 'World to see that characters in history or 
fiction are sometimes treated like Munchausen's horse. 'Ihe 
more probable the fiction, the more misleading it may be. 

u.fs a contrast to all this, take such a book as R,gskfn's 
MODERN PAINTERs-the last three 'Polumes only: don't 
waste time on the first two. 1?.§ad 'What he says there of 
mountains, clouds, and sky. He says many things that 'Would 
be inadmissible in scientific books; but you learn more from 
him than from the scientific books, because your interest is 
aroused. u1fter reading him, you feel that :J.(ature has a 
beauty that you ne'Per recognized before. :But a second 
reading may fall flat: you no'W possess the substance of 'What 
he had to say, and 'Wonder 'Why he said it in such an ornate 
style. 

Some books, I imagine, are read solely for their style, as 
there is no substance in them: their authors are like the man 
'With a gun 'Who aimed at nothing and missed it, and thereby 
made a hit. :But there are many things, 'Without much 
su:bstance in them, that may be just 'Worth saying if they can 
be neatly said, but not 'Worth saying if they ha'Pe to be ex
pounded ponderously. v1nd such things seldom bear transla
tion. u1fter going to a London dentist, the Chinese ambassador 
'Wrote a poem and sent it to the dentist 'With his fee. ('I'he 
dentist sho'Wed it to me.) In the €nglish 'Persion it begins, 
"Praised be the man 'Who hath restored to me the po'Wer 
to che'W"; but in Chinese, I am assured, this is a graceful 
and poetic phrase. 

You know the saying, attributed to Sheridan, that if a 
speech reads 'Well, it must ha'Pe been a shockfng bad speech. 
If that is true of speeches, it should be true of plays. 
1(acine's plays read 'Well; but listen to them at the 'I'hiatre 
Franfais, and notice ho'W the actors eke the 'Words out 'With 
gestures and grimaces. 'Ihe actors kno'W 'What is required, 
and employ contortions to express the feelings 'Which the 
'Words should ha'Pe con'Peyed. And, con'Persely, book! do not 
read well, if 'Written for declamation. Such book! are inter
spersed 'With passages intended to pro'Poke "loud cheers" 
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and" thunders of applause," and these passages are almost 
unendurable when the book is quietly read. The fault may 
be discerned in Tacitus and other 1VJman writers of his time. 
:Books had "first nights" then just as plays ha'Pe "first 
nights" now. Instead of sending a book to be re'Piewed, the 
author asked the critics to come and hear him read it out, 
and probably thought more of its effect on them than of its 
ultimate success. 

'1'hese meetings were informal, but nearly the same set of 
critics came to e'Pery meeting-at least, I should infer this 
from] u'Penal' s complaint (i. 1) about these meetings making 
such great inroads on his time. He had his re'Penge by 
gi'Ping a reading of his own; and really he need not ha'Pe 
complained. For nine books out of ten a "first night" must 
ha'Pe been a "last night" too, and then they disappeared
with only manuscript copies the circulation must ha'Pe been 
far smaller than with print. 

'1'here is too much reading now. 'People talk of the drug
habit and the cigarette-habit, but the reading-habit is far 
Worse. uft e'Pery leisure moment a book is taken up and 
read, not for any useful purpose, but merely to ki" time. 
'1'he book is neither marked nor learned nor inwardly di
gested; and the reader's indigestion clouds his mind-he 
gi'Pes up thinking for himself. 

Yet indiscriminate reading may be of use to anybody with 
a memory. He may think of something that seems brilliant 
at first sight-a thing that ne'Per struck anyone before. :But 
after a time, if his reading has been wide enough, he may 
not only remember that somebody had thought of that same 
thing before, but that somebody else had thought of a reply 
which showed that there was nothing in it.-'1'o take a case 
in point. Cuvier, the naturalist, had not read the :Bible 
with sufficient care, and one day the Ve'Pil appeared to him 
and threatened to eat him. He looked the Ve'Pil up and 
down, and said, "Horns? Hoofs? Therefore gramini'Porous, 
and cannot eat me." That was a good reply; but the Ve'Pil 
had read the :Bible and remembered it, and he retorted with 
1 S A I A H xl. 6, "ufll flesh is grass. "-To take another case. 
You ha'Pe all heard of that old rhyme, " Whenufdam del'Ped 
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and €"Pe span, 'Where 'Was then the gentleman?" :the mob 
asked that as if it 'Were a poser, but the ans'Wer is quite clear 
in GENESIS vi. 2, 'Where the sons of (jod cast eyes on the 
daughters of Men. 

One day I heard some men discussing French literature, 
and there 'Was another man 'Who listened to them and 
smoked; but three or four times he struck in 'With a quota
tion, and each time it 'Was a thing 'Worth quoting and exactly 
to 'the point. I 'Wondered at his hd'Ping time for so much 
reading, for I kne'W he 'Was a busy man. Some 'While after
'Wards I 'Was looking through a book of literary tit-bits, 
CHOIX DES NARRATIONS, and found that it contained 
the passages 'Which he had quoted. ufnd a man may learn 
things just as quickJy in a library, 'Where the o'Wner kno'WS 
the best bits in his books, and reads those bits repeatedly. 
In course of time he strains the bindings till the books fall 
open at these places, and saOVe the casual reader the trouble 
of a search. 

Life is not long enough for reading eOVerything, and the 
problem is to find out 'What is best. Should 'We be guided by 
Selections andufnthologies and trust to the compiler's judge
ment on 'What ' he chooses to put in, or should 'We make the 
choice ourselOVes? If 'We search, 'We may not find the best bits 
after all; and compromise may be the safest course-take 
something as a guide, say, THE OXFORD BOOK OF 

EN G LIS H V ER SE, and consider 'What 'We think might be 
struck out and 'What put in. 'I'his is a task that members of 
a Literary Society might undertake collectiOVely. 

'I'he compilers of such 'Works are not infallible, but they 
usually are men of judgement and likely to be right. I under
stand that some French 'Writers 'Were much pleased 'With the 
compiler of THE OXFORD BOOK OF FRENCH VERSE. 

'I'hey had a dinner in his honour, proposed his health, and 
suddenly brought out a 'Wreath of laurel and popped it on 
his head. He said he neOVer felt such a fool in his life; but 
coronation is a custom on the Continent, and 'We might adopt 
it here. When this Society has declared a poem to be 'Worthy 
of a place amongst tit-bits, it might proceed to cro'Wn the poet. 
And it might reap a rich re'Ward. 'During the War a 
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feminine poet came down to dwell amongst us, and I read her 
poems. 'I'hey often were real poetry, not mere 'Perse, but I 
thought they made too free a use of certain words-l(jss, 
KJsses, KJssing, KJssers, KJsst, KJss-Feast, KJss-Fast, Un
kissing and Unkisst. I found 8 of these words in a poem 
of only 18 lines, containing I 12 words in all. Poets in real 
life are seldom like their works; but perhaps, if the Society 
had crowned her, she might ha'Pe kissed the President and 
e'Pery Member she could catch. 

If a Society wants to crown a poet, and the poet won't 
come to be crowned, I belie'Pe the Society crowns a plaster 
bust of him instead; and that is the only way of crowning a 
poet who is dead. I do not know of any departed Moreton 
poets who wrote anything but hymns. 'I'hey are still awaiting 
literary crowns; but, one word of caution, do not put the 
crown on the wrong head. I say this because I think there 
was a little error here not long ago about two . men of the 
same name. Crown Michaijah 'I'owgood's bust if you can 
get it, but not for what his cousin did. 'I'hey were both 
M. 'I'owgood; but Matthew, not Michaijah, was the author 
of that admirable work which you must all ha'Pe read, 
REMARKS ON THE PROFANE AND ABSURD USE OF 

THE MONOSYLLABLE DAMN. 
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